A student’s perspective: are medical students adequately trained in BLS?

Dear editor

We read with great interest the article by Lami et al regarding improving basic life support (BLS) training for medical students.¹ We agree that BLS skills are vital for junior doctors. The days of trial by fire have long gone away, and junior doctors and medical students need to feel that they are adequately trained to handle emergency situations they may face in hospital.

As fifth year medical students we are usually encouraged to emulate our junior doctor colleagues, learning to take histories, and do examination or do minor procedures on the wards. However, dealing with a real life emergency seems to be the last hurdle where more encouragement may be required. University of Liverpool has recently started to emphasize the importance of BLS competence, which is something I only hope will prepare my peers and to feel confident in using these BLS skills on the wards.

The author is right that both regular reinforcement and test are vital to improve retention of already learnt BLS skill. For example, we believe this can easily be done by including BLS in medical student’s final examination as one of their core competences, and this would motivate students to regularly update and practice their BLS skill instead of requiring full retraining.

Furthermore, we believe that more effort is needed to promote interprofessional training of dealing with emergency situation, which would give medical students a more enriched and valuable experience of what it is really like on the wards. Currently most students are given BLS training apart from their future peers and colleagues; training together would give students the chance to understand the strengths of other members of the healthcare team and give them firsthand experience of working in a multidisciplinary team.

In conclusion, we agree that “early training of BLS with regular reinforcement”¹ is the way forward. The next question to answer is how early to start with BLS training and whether national examinations for final year medical students would improve junior doctors’ skills from the onset and compel universities to provide an adequate training.
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